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Abstract. Student assessment aims to diagnose student latent
attributes (e.g., skill proﬁciency), which is a crucial issue for many
educational applications. Existing studies, such as cognitive diagnosis,
mainly focus on exploiting students’ scores on questions to mine their
attributes from an independent exam. However, in many real-world scenarios, diﬀerent students usually participate in diﬀerent exams, where
the results obtained from diﬀerent exams by traditional methods are not
comparable to each other. Therefore, the problem of conducting assessments from diﬀerent exams to obtain precise and comparable results
is still underexplored. To this end, in this paper, we propose a Multi
Task - Multidimensional Cognitive Diagnosis framework (MT-MCD) for
student assessment from diﬀerent exams simultaneously. In the framework, we ﬁrst apply a multidimensional cognitive diagnosis model for
each independent assessment task. Then, we extract features from the
question texts to bridge the connections with each task. After that, we
employ a multi-task optimization method for the framework learning.
MT-MCD is a general framework where we develop two eﬀective implementations based on two representative cognitive diagnosis models. We
conduct extensive experiments on real-world datasets where the experimental results demonstrate that MT-MCD can obtain more precise and
comparable assessment results.
Keywords: Student assessment · Cognitive diagonosis
Item Response Theory · Multi-task learning
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Introduction

Educational Data Mining (EDM) is an emerging research ﬁeld which seeks
to develop methods for exploring data from educational settings (e.g., schools
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Fig. 1. Student assessment for exams

or learning systems). It contributes to learning theories, especially extracting
instructive patterns from student learning, which helps understand students better and improve their learning [19,21].
One of the most important research issues in EDM is student assessment [4,17], where the goal is to discover student latent attributes (e.g., skill
proﬁciency) based on their learning activities, such as exam scores [20] and feedback records in systems [26]. For better illustration, Fig. 1 shows a toy example
of the general process of student assessment. From the ﬁgure, after collecting the
responses of the students for each exam, the general goal of student assessment
is to develop eﬀective models to evaluate and diagnose student skills with the
corresponding question characteristics (e.g., diﬃculty, discrimination). As the
assessment results could be a fundamental task for various educational applications [22], such as targeted knowledge training and question recommendation,
this issue has caused a great attention from both researchers and general publics
[1].
In the literature, researchers have proposed many cognitive diagnosis models
(CDMs) for the assessment along this line [12]. Existing CDMs have achieved a
great success for student assessment in an independent exam, in which we argue
that student A is more capable than student B if A gets a higher score than B.
However, in most real-world scenarios, such as Graduate Record Examinations
(GRE), students are allowed to take part in diﬀerent exams [14]. If A gets a
higher score than B when they participate in diﬀerent exams, can we believe
that A has a higher ability than B? In fact, educational psychologists claim
that scores for students who participated in diﬀerent exams could not compare
directly [14]. Thus, in Fig. 1, it is not satisﬁed if we directly apply traditional
CDM to conduct student assessment for all T exams. To this end, there is a
urgent problem of conducting assessments from diﬀerent exams simultaneously
and it is necessary to propose an uniﬁed solution in such situation.
However, there are many challenges along this line. First, it is challenging to
design a general uniﬁed framework to connect diﬀerent exams for student assessment. Second, how to bridge connection with independent exams is a nontrivial
problem. At last, in order to obtain comparable results for students, it is also
diﬃcult to ﬁnd an appropriate way to estimate student latent attributes from
independent exams simultaneously.
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In this paper, inspired by the idea multi-task methods that can associate
similar tasks together, we propose a Multi Task - Multidimensional Cognitive
Diagnosis (MT-MCD) framework to conduct several independent student assessment tasks simultaneously. In this framework, given a set of exams containing
response records of students and corresponding text information of questions,
we ﬁrst view the assessment in each exam as a single task and apply an existing
CDM for each independent task. Then, we extract features from the question
texts and develop an mapping matrix to bridge the connection with diﬀerent
tasks, which helps make tasks comparable. After that, we present a multi-task
optimization method for the framework learning. Speciﬁcally, MT-MCD is a
general framework and we propose two implementations based on two cognitive
diagnosis models. i.e., M2PL model and M2PNO model. Finally, we conduct
extensive experiments on real-world datasets, in which the experimental results
demonstrate that MT-MCD can obtain more precise and comparable assessment
results. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
– By conducting several independent student assessment tasks simultaneously,
MT-MCD framework can estimate comparable student latent attributes. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst attempt to conduct several independent student assessment tasks at the same time.
– MT-MCD framework utilizes question’s text information as supplemental
material to bridge the connections among all assessment task, which ensures
the comparability of student cognitive results.
– MT-MCD is a general framework which can apply many cognitive diagnosis models. Meanwhile, several student assessment tasks could be conducted
simultaneously.

2

Related Work

In this section, we will introduce two aspects of related work: student assessment
and multi-task learning.
2.1

Student Assessment

Student assessment is designed to measure speciﬁc knowledge structures and
skills of students, which aims to ﬁnd student latent attributes and provide information about their cognitive strength and weakness [5,12,16]. Educational psychologists have proposed a number of CDMs for student assessment [11].
Diﬀerent CDMs are applied in speciﬁc occasions which can generate diﬀerent types of student latent attributes (e.g. skill proﬁciency, guessing and slip
factors) [25]. According to the assessment result, CDMs could be classiﬁed into
two main categories: unidimensional CDM and multidimensional CDM. Unidimensional CDMs represent student latent attribute by a single dimensional
variable [8]. For example, Item Response Theory (IRT) applies a mathematical
expression that shows the relation between characteristics of a student (e.g.,
a latent trait) and the characteristics of the questions [13]. IRT provides a
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collection of models such as Two-Parameter Normal Ogive (2PNO) model and
Two-Parameter Logistic (2PL) model [18]. One of the violates assumptions is
the uni-dimensionality in the latent trait structure [15]. When the single dimensional variable is insuﬃcient to indicate the complex and diverse student latent
attributes, multidimensional CDMs would be necessary. Multidimensional Item
Response Theory (MIRT) is a nature extension of IRT [19], and also contains
a collection of models such as multidimensional extension of the 2PNO model
(M2PNO [24]) and multidimensional extension of 2PL model (M2PL [18]). These
MIRT models represent student latent attributes by a vector [18]. Multidimensional CDMs can assess a more complex student latent attributes.
However, most traditional CDMs aimed to do student assessment for an individual exam. In many real-word situations, student in diﬀerent schools usually
participate in diﬀerent exams. So, it is eager to considered a framework which
can conduct several independent student assessment simultaneously.
2.2

Multi-task Learning

Multi-task Learning (MTL) is a subﬁeld of machine learning, in which several
learning tasks are solved simultaneously by exploiting commonalities and diﬀerences across tasks [29].
MTL aims to improve the performance of each task by learning them jointly,
which is diﬀerent from single task learning. When adopting multi-task learning
methods, independent tasks are learned simultaneously by utilizing shared information through tasks [28]. Multi-task learning has been applied in many diﬀerent
research ﬁelds, which utilizes the similarity information to conduct several tasks
simultaneously to get higher performance [3,28], especially for those research
problems where the amount of data per task is small. For example, Bansal et
al. used multi-task method in text recommendations which a combination of
content recommendation is trained by the text encoder network [2]. Yu et al.
conducted image privacy protection by a deep multi-task learning algorithm to
jointly learn more representative deep convolutional neural networks and more
discriminative tree classiﬁer [27].
In the research ﬁeld of student assessment, it suﬀered from the problem that
records available for each exam are limited. Therefore, applying MTL in student
assessment may expand the sample size and generate more accuracy estimation.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider a multi-task framework to optimize several
independent student assessment tasks together based on the shared information.

3

Multi Task - Multidimensional Cognitive Diagnosis

In this paper, we propose a Multi Task - Multidimensional Cognitive Diagnosis
(MT-MCD) framework which can implement several independent student assessment tasks simultaneously to generate more comparable and accurate student
latent attributes than traditional CDMs. First, we formulate our problems in
Sect. 3.1. Then we describe our MT-MCD framework in Sect. 3.2. At last, we
illustrate wo implementations on the basis of MT-MCD in Sect. 3.3.
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Problem Formulation

Given a set of exams E = {E1 , E2 , · · · , ET }, and student set Ut = {Ut1 , Ut2 , · · · ,
UtU }, question set Vt = {Vt1 , Vt2 , · · · , VtV } for each exam Et (t = 1, 2, · · · , T ),
we consider each student assessment on exam Et as an independent task Tt (t =
1, 2, · · · , T ). Note that, none of these students or questions sets overlaps among
diﬀerent tasks. In this paper, independent tasks are implemented simultaneously
to generate comparable results.
Students’ responses to questions are represented by matrix Yt for task t,
where Ytuv is the student Utu ’s response on question Vtv . Usually, in traditional
CDMs, Ytuv equals 1 when Utu answered Vtv correctly, and equals 0 otherwise.
Therefore, each student response matrix Yt is a binary matrix composed of 0
and 1. In addition, we also collect corresponding question’s text information as
a supplement to connect independent assessment tasks. For each task t, we have
questions’ text feature Ft which is generated from text information. Speciﬁcally,
Ft = (Ft1 , Ft2 , · · · , FtV ) is composed of row vector Ftv which represent the text
feature for question Vtv . Therefore, our problem could be deﬁned as:
Problem Deﬁnition: Given a set of exams E = {E1 , E2 , · · · , ET }, student
set UT and question set Vt for each exam Et , student response matrix Yt and
question information matrix Ft for each exam Et , the main propose of our
MT-MCD framework is: (1) Implement T independent student assessment tasks
for each exam simultaneously to obtain comparable and accurate student latent
attributes and question’s characteristics (e.g., discrimination, diﬃcult); (2) Predict student’s performance on questions based on the student latent attributes
and question’s characteristics assessed by MT-MCD.
For better illustration, Table 1 shows some important math notations.
Table 1. Some important notations
Notation Description
T

Task number

Ut , Vt

Students and questions in task t

Yt

Students’ response matrix for task t

Ft

Questions’ text feature matrix for task t

Ξt

Questions’ parameter matrix for task t

ξt v

Parameters for vth question in task t

Θt

Student latent attributes for task t

θt u

Latent attributes for uth student in task t

Wt

Mapping matrix for questions in task t

M

Dimension of student latent attributes

D

Dimension of question’s text feature
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Framework

We propose the MT-MCD framework to conduct several independent student
assessment tasks simultaneously. Figure 2 illustrate MT-MCD framework.

Fig. 2. MT-MCD framework

3.2.1 Step 1: CDM for Single Assessment Task
Step 1 of our proposed MT-MCD framework is to apply an existing multidimensional CDM to each individual exam. Therefore, we need to select a basic
multidimensional CDM. The CDM which could be applied in MT-MCD framework can be constructed in the following way:
P (Yuv = 1|θu , ξv ) ≡ f (θu , ξv ),

(1)

where θu is a M -dimensional column vector which represents the latent
attributes of student u (we will discuss the eﬀectiveness of hyperparameter M
experimentally in Sect. 4.4), and ξv is a row vector which represents the parameters of question v. When there are several independent tasks for diﬀerent exams
to be assessed simultaneously, function of CDM that t assessment tasks givens
as (2):
T

f (θu , ξv ) =
f (θtu , ξtv ).
(2)
t=1

There are many existing CDMs which could be applied for each task separately to assess student latent attributes, however, the student latent attributes
estimated from diﬀerent individual assessment task are not comparable to each
other. To solve this problem, step 2 and step 3 of MT-MCD framework connect independent tasks, and conduct these assessment tasks simultaneously to
estimate accurate and comparable student latent attributes.
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3.2.2 Step 2: Connecting Questions in Diﬀerent Tasks
Questions play a signiﬁcant role in student assessment, and it can be a great
help to bridge the diﬀerence among diverse tasks. In our proposed MT-MCD
framework, question’s text feature are utilized as a supplement to those separate
assessment tasks because it is easy to obtain and remain unchanged.
In order to connect question’s text feature to its’ parameters, we suppose
there is a mapping matrix Wt ∈ RD×M for each task t. The question’s parameter
ξtv could be represented by it’s feature Ftv and mapping matrix Wt :
ξtv = m(Ftv , Wt , ξtv ),

(3)

where Ftv is a 1 × D row vector represent the feature of question Vtv . The
questions’s parameters ξtv , appear on both sides of the function m because in a
speciﬁc implementation, part of the question’s parameters may not represented
by it’s feature and mapping matrix. Therefore, the probability of student Utu ’s
response to question Vtv is deﬁned as follow:
P (Ytuv = 1|θtu , ξtv ) ≡ f (θtu , m(Ftv , Wt , ξtv )).

(4)

In step 2, we introduce the question’s text feature as a supplement and connect it to the question’s parameter. Therefor, we can obtain the interaction
between students and question’s text feature based on the selected CDM.
3.2.3 Step 3: Multi-task Learning Optimization
After we applied question’s text feature matrix Ft into each assessment task
t in step 2, we need to connect these individual tasks. There are two basic
assumptions in our framework:
Assumption 1. Similar questions are similar in text feature.
Assumption 2. Similar questions should have similar parameters.
Based on these two assumptions, questions which have similar text feature should
have similar parameters even in diﬀerent tasks. Therefore, we assume that mapping matrix Wt for all tasks are close to each other.
Evgeniou and Pontil presented a multi-task learning method based on the
minimization of regularization functionals, which is a natural extension to existing methods for single task learning [9]. Inspired by this, we deﬁne the optimization function of the mapping matrix Wt for each task who’s regularization
function penalizes the deviation from the mean:
min
W

= min
W

T
T
T

1 ˆ
1 
 Yt − Yt 2F +λ
 Wt −
W s 2F
2 t=1
T
t=1
s=1
T
T
T

1 
1 
( (f (θt u , m(Ft v , W t , ξt v )) − Ytuv )2 ) + λ
 Wt −
W s 2F .
2 t=1 u,v
T
t=1
s=1

(5)
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The ﬁrst part of Eq. (5) is the loss function which ensures the accuracy of
estimation. The second part is the regularization which tries to make Wt closer
to each other. If question’s text feature mapping matrix Wt from diﬀerent tasks
are made close, then question’s parameters for similar questions in diﬀerent tasks
will be closer.
We apply gradient descent (GD) method to optimize the Eq. (5). The gradient
Wt is as follow, where f  is the ﬁrst derivative of f :

(f (θtu , m(Ftv , Wt , ξtv )) − Ytuv )f  (θtu , m(Ftv , Wt , ξtv ))(θtu Ftv )T
∇Wt =
u,v
T

1 
2T − 1
Wt ).
+ λ((− )
Ws +
T s=1
T

(6)
By optimizing the mapping matrix Wt , we can update the question parameter ξt for each question Vtv according to Eq. (3), and new question parameters
are used in next estimation epoch in Step 1.
3.2.4 Output and Predicting
After processing by the 3-steps framework, MT-MCD, we could generate latent
attributes for each student and parameters for every single question.
The outputs of MT-MCD framework are student latent attribute matrix Θt
and question parameters Ξt for each task t. For the students, we get latent
attribute matrix Θt = (θt1 , θt1 , · · · , θtU ) for task t, which is composed of column vector θtu represent the student Utu ’s latent attribute. For questions, we
estimate its’ parameter matrix Ξt = (ξt1 , ξt2 , · · · , ξtV )T for task t where ξtv is
a row vector represented the question Vtv ’s parameter.
Since similar questions gain close parameters, student latent attributes assessment corresponding to the questions they have answered would be more comparable. Thus, MT-MCD framework not only guarantee the accuracy of student
latent attributes and question parameters, but also make questions and students
from independent task more comparable.
The second purpose of MT-MCD is to predict student’s performance on
questions. MT-MCD helps us to assess comparable student latent attributes
and corresponding question’s parameters. Since the basic CDM we choose in
step 1 describes the interaction between students and questions. We could easily
adopt the output of MT-MCD to predict student performance by utilizing the
probabilistic function for the selected basic CDM.
3.3

MT-MCD Implementation

As we mentioned before, many existing CDMs could be applied in MT-MCD
framework to generate comparable student assessment result.
There are many existing CDMs proposed for student assessment, among
which, Multidimensional Item Response Theory (MIRT) provides a collection
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of models that describe how questions and students interact to produce probabilistic response of correct or incorrect [8,23]. MIRT model is assumed to be
a continuous probability function relating the student latent attribute θ to the
probability of correct response to a question with speciﬁed structural parameters.
In this section, we illustrate MT-MCD framework with two MIRT models.
3.3.1 MT-MCD with M2PL Model
Multidimensional extension of the two-parameter logistic (M2PL) model [7] is a
widely used MIRT model. First, we use M2PL model to illustrate how MT-MCD
work.
When we select M2PL model as basic CDM, the cognitive diagnosis function
Eq. (1) would be replaced by Eq. (7), which deﬁnes the probability that student Utu answered question Vtv correctly by the changing shape of the standard
logistic function [18] as:
f (θtu , ξtv ) = f (θtu , (αtv , βtv )) =

e(α t v θ t u +βtv )
,
1 + e(α t v θ t u +βtv )

(7)

where the question’s parameter ξtv = (αtv , βtv ) is composed of discrimination
parameters αtv = (αtv1 , αtv2 , · · · , αtvM ) and diﬃculty parameter βtv [7]. We
suppose that the mapping matrix Wt is connecting question’s text feature Ftv
and discrimination parameters ξtv as:
m(Ftv , Wt , ξtv ) = (Ftv Wt , βtv ),

(8)

Thus, the probability of student Utu ’s response to question Vtv correctly (Eq. (4))
could be replaced by Eq. (9) when selecting M2PL model as basic CDM:
e(F t v W t θ t u +βtv )
.
(9)
1 + e(F t v W t θ t u +βtv )
Then, for the multi-task learning optimization in step 3, the ﬁrst derivative
f  in gradient descent (Eq. (6)) could be replace by Eq. (10):
f (θtu , (Ftv Wt , βtv )) =

f  (θtu , (Ftv Wt , βtv )) =

e(F t v W t θ t u −βtv)
.
(1 + e(F t v W t θ t u −βtv) )2

(10)

3.3.2 MT-MCD with M2PNO Model
Besides M2PL model, there are many other forms of MIRT model. Multidimensional extension of the two-parameter normal ogive (M2PNO) model [24] derives
from the assumption of normally distributed measurement error an is theoretically appealing on that bia s [6]. M2PNO is another widely used MIRT model,
and When M2PNO is selected as basic CDM, the cognitive diagnosis function
Eq. (1) would be replace by Eq. (11):
1
f (θtu , ξtv ) = f (θtu , (αtv , βtv )) = √
2π

α t v θt u −βtv

t2

e− 2 dt = Φ(αtv θtu − βtv),

−∞

(11)
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where the question’s parameter ξtv = (αtv , βtv ) is also composed of discriminaz − x2
e 2 dx
tion parameter αtv and diﬃculty parameter βtv [24], and Φ(z) = √12π
−∞

is the normal cumulative density function (normal CDF). After the question’s
parameter ξtv is replaced by Eq. (8), the response probability for student Utu on
question Vtv (Eq. (4)) could be replaced by Eq. (12):
f (θtu , (Ftv Wt , βtv )) = Φ(Ftv Wt θtu − βtv).

(12)

Correspondingly, the ﬁrst derivative f  in gradient descent (Eq. (6)) is
replaced by the following equation:
1 (F t v W t θ t u −βtv)2
2
f  (θtu , (Ftv Wt , βtv )) = ϕ(Ftv Wt θtu − βtv) = √ e
.
2π

(13)

3.3.3 Conclusion
As we can see, many diﬀerent existing CDMs could be applied in MT-MCD
framework. Apart from this, there are many existing CDM could by applied in
MT-MCD framework such as multidimensional partial credit model and multidimensional extension of Rasch model [18]. Therefore, MT-MCD framework
could implement several independent student assessment tasks simultaneously
and improve the accuracy and comparability of traditional CDMs. The eﬀectiveness of MT-MCD would be proved in Sect. 4.

4

Experiment

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of MT-MCD framework. Speciﬁcally, we use two implementations, which
denoted as MT-MCD(M2PL) and MT-MCD(M2PNO), introduced in Sect. 3.3.
In the following section, we ﬁrst introduce our experimental datasets and
setups in Sect. 4.1. Then, we report experimental results of MT-MCD framework
from the following four aspects:
– Student Score Prediction: Evaluate the accuracy of student assessment
for each task in Sect. 4.2.
– Student Attribute Evaluation: Comparability evaluation of student
attributes in Sect. 4.3.
– Dimension Sensitivity of Student Attributes: Evaluate the accuracy of
MT-MCD with diﬀerent dimensions of student attribute M in Sect. 4.4.
– Question Parameter Evaluation: Question analysis via the learned
parameters in Sect. 4.5.
4.1

Dataset and Setups

4.1.1 Experimental Dataset
In the experiments, we use two real-world datasets supplied by iFLYTEK Co.,
Ltd., i.e., M AT H1 and M AT H2, to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of MT-MCD
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Table 2. Task statistics

1
2

All students in School S1 to S4
Part of students in School S5 to S12

framework. Both datasets are about mathematics exam records for high school
students collected from diﬀerent schools in China.
In both datasets, students of the same school take the same exam, and each
exam is taken by at least one school’s students. Speciﬁcally, in M AT H1, there are
4 senior high school students (S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 ) participating in 5 diﬀerent exams
(E1 , E2 , · · · , E5 ). In M AT H2, 8 senior high schools (S5 , S6 , · · · , S12 ) participates in 9 diﬀerent exams (E6 , E7 , · · · , E14 ). For task partition, we take each
exam as a student assessment task in our MT-MCD framework. Therefore, there
are 5 (9) tasks in M AT H1 and M AT H2, respectively. Table 2 shows the statistics of both datasets. In the following experiments, we take the ﬁrst 4 (8) tasks
for training, and the remaining one for testing.
We collect student records and the original texts of questions in all exams. For
preprocessing, we ﬁrst utilize the open source software Jieba 1 tool to segment
each question’s original text into a word sequence. Then, we extract question
features by averaging the word embedding vector in the dimensions of D = 60.
4.1.2 Setups
We select the M2PL model and M2PNO model to illustrate MT-MCD framework, which have been introduced in Sect. 3.3.
When selecting M2PL as basic model, we apply a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method in step 1 of MT-MCD framework [15]. In the following
experiments, we set the numbers of MLE iterations to 1,500 for each task. When
applying M2PNO model in MT-MCD, we apply a 5-step Gibbs Sampler [24] in
step 1. In the following experiments, we set the number of iterations of gibbs
sampler to 1,500 and estimate the parameter based on the last 1,000 samples to
guarantee the convergency of the Markov Chain. Besides, we set regularization
parameter λ in Eq. (5) to 0.001 in all of the following experiments.
1

https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba.
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4.1.3 Baseline Approaches
To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of MT-MCD framework, we compare two implementations i.e., MT-MCD(M2PL) and MT-MCD(M2PNO), with many models
from various perspectives. First, we consider the traditional CDMs without MTMCD framework on multiple tasks to evaluate whether MT-MCD improve the
performance, we introduce M2PL m and M2PNO m method. Then, to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of MT-MCD framework by applying a multi-task learning
method in multiple tasks, we introduce M2PL s and M2PNO s method. At last,
introduce a traditional multi-task learning (MTL) method from data mining
area as the baseline. The details of them are as follows:
(1) M2PL m [15]: Use M2PL model (Eq. (7)) on each task independently to
generate parameters of students and questions.
(2) M2PNO m [18,24]: Conduct the M2PNO model (Eq. (11)) on each task independently to generate parameters of students and questions.
(3) M2PL s: Consider all tasks as a whole and applied M2PL model to do student
assessment.
(4) M2PNO s: Consider all tasks as a whole and apply M2PNO model to do
student assessment.
(5) MTL [9,28]: A multi-task learning method to optimize several related classiﬁcation task simultaneously. In this baseline approach, we use (Y¯t u, Y¯t v, Ft v)
as a feature vector or each response record for student u on question v in
task t.
4.2

Student Score Prediction

One of the problems to be solved by MT-MCD is to obtain accurate student
latent attributes and corresponding question’s parameters. In this section, we
evaluate the accuracy of the results assessed by MT-MCD. We compare the
performance on predicting student’s score against the baseline approaches. In
other words, we evaluate the precision of predicting the students response to
prove the accuracy of parameter estimation [25].
In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of MT-MCD from both
regression and classiﬁcation perspectives. For regression, we adopt root mean
square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) to quantify the distance
between predicted scores and the actual ones. The smaller these values are, the
better the results have. For classiﬁcation, we consider the predicted scores which
bigger than 0.5 as 1 and those less than 0.5 as 0, to compute precision, recall
and F 1, and the larger, the better.
Figure 3 shows the predicting results of our MT-MCD framework and baseline approaches on dataset M AT H1 and M AT H2. First, we construct diﬀerent
size of training sets with 90%, 80%, 70% and 60% of records for each student
to observe how MT-MCD behave at diﬀerent sparsity levels. Then, we set the
dimensions of student latent attributes M = 3 to observe the eﬀectiveness of
MT-MCD framework. From this ﬁgure, we observe that, MT-MCD framework
could improve the accuracy of the basic CDM which demonstrates that improve
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the accuracy of estimation for students and questions of basic CDM. This is
because MT-MCD framework introduces the question’s text feature as a supplement to do a multi-task optimization on several independent student assessment
tasks. Second, the performance of MT-MCD frame work beats MTL method, this
is because MT-MCD framework applied student assessment method to observe
student latent attributes and question’s parameters.
In many real-world occasions, students usually participate in diﬀerent test,
thus, MT-MCD helps to improve the student assessment accuracy.
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Fig. 3. Predicting student performance

4.3

Student Attribute Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the comparability of student latent attributes
assessed by MT-MCD framework. Intuitively, if student a masters better than
student b on a speciﬁc dimension of latent attributes, a will have a higher probability to get larger score than student b when they participated in the same exam.
We adopt Degreeof Agreement(DOA) [10] metric for a speciﬁc dimension m,
which is deﬁned as:
DOA(m) =

U
U 

δ(θam , θbm ) ∩ δ(Suma , Sumb )
a=1 b=1

δ(θam , θbm )

,

(14)

where m refers to the ability dimensions, θim represent student ith ability on
dimension m which assessed from task T1 to T4 in dataset M AT H1 or T6 to T9
in dataset M AT H2. Besides, Sumi is the total score for student i in task T5
or T14 . The higher the DOA value, the stronger comparability of student latent
attributes.
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Figure 4 shows the result of DOA for MT-MCD(M2PNO), MT-MCD
(M2PL), and comparative approach M2PNO m, M2PL m when the dimension
of students is set to 3. As can be seen from the ﬁgure, the comparability of student latent attributes assessed by MT-MCD framework is higher than the basic
CDM.
4.4

Dimension Sensitivity of Student Attributes

In this subsection, we apply MT-MCD(M2PNO) and MT-MCD(M2PL) to evaluate when the dimension of student latent attributes M is set to diﬀerent values.
We set the dimension of student latent attribute M equals 2 to 5. Then,
construct the size of training sets with 90% of records in dataset M AT H1 and
M AT H2 in this experiment.
Figure 5 shows the results of MT-MCD framework whit diﬀerent dimensions
M . As we can see from this ﬁgure, as dimensions of student latent attributes
increases, the performance of MT-MCD framework ﬁrstly increases but decreases
when dimensions surpasses 3 with both MT-MCD(M2PNO) and MT-MCD
(M2PL) in both datasets M AT H1 and M AT H2. Therefore, we can summarize that performance of M = 3 is better and more stable, and set M = 3 in
Sects. 4.2 and 4.3 to obtaining the best results.
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Fig. 5. Results of diﬀerent dimensions

4.5

Question Parameter Evaluation

We emphasize that MT-MCD framework can make parameters of similar questions in diﬀerent tasks closer, therefore, we evaluate the question parameters (discrimination, diﬃculty) estimated by MT-MCD framework with M2PNO basic
CDM to prove the eﬀectiveness in this section.
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Fig. 6. Clustering result

For this experiment, we cluster the question’s parameters estimated by MTMCD to illustrate that similar question’s parameters are closer. Speciﬁcally,
we set the dimension parameter M = 3. Then we use the K-means clustering
method to cluster the result of question’s parameters into 7 categories. Finally,
we adopt t-SNE 2 program to visualize these questions. Figure 6(a) and (b) shows
the clustering result of question’s parameter for dataset M AT H1 and M AT H2.
Each dot in Fig. 6(a) represent a question in task T1 to task T4 , and each dot
in Fig. 6(b) represent a question in task T6 to task T13 . The dots of same color
belong to the same class clustered by K-means.
We check all the categories clustered by K-means, and questions in same
category are similar to each other. For example, we ﬁnd that all questions corresponding to these blue dots in Fig. 6(a) are about ‘function’ knowledge point, and
all these green dots in Fig. 6(b) are about ‘triangle’ knowledge point. Further,
a case study of several questions in these two categories are listed in Table 3.
This experiment proves that MT-MCD framework makes parameters of similar
questions in diﬀerent student assessment tasks closer.
Table 3. Case study
Task Question description
Q1 T1
Q2 T2

The number of zero points for function
f (x) = 3x2 + 2x − 4 is?
√
The range of function f (x) = x + 1 − 2x is?

Parameters (α,β)
((0.25, 0.66, 0.89), −1.77)
((0.23, 0.50, 0.94), −1.21)

Q3 T8

A, B, C is the inner corner of the triangle,
therefore, sin(A + B) = sinC ?

((1.56, 1.69, 2.54), 0.99)

Q4 T11

A = (5.1), B = (1, 1), C = (2.3), The shape of
triangle ABC is?

((1.45, 1.38, 2.07), 1.05)

2

https://lvdmaaten.github.io/tsne/.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a MT-MCD framework to conduct several independent student assessment task simultaneously to generate accurate and comparable student latent attributes for students who participated in diﬀerent exams.
Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst applied an existing multidimensional cognitive diagnosis
model to each independent student assessment task to estimate student latent
attributes and corresponding question’s parameters (e.g., discrimination, diﬃculty). Second, we introduced question’s text information as a bridge to connect
each independent assessment tasks. Then, we and employed a multi-task optimization method to make parameters of similar questions closer. New question’s
parameters updated by multi-task learning method will be adopted in cognitive
diagnosis model for each student assessment task to obtain comparable student latent attributes. Extensive experiments on the real-world datasets clearly
demonstrated the eﬀectiveness of our propose framework MT-MCD which can
assess accurate and comparable student latent attributes and question’s parameters from independent student assessment tasks.
In the future, there are some directions for further studies. First, we will
consider to ﬁnd more relatedness between independent student assessment tasks.
For example, student is an important aspect in assessment, the characteristics
of students may connect individual student assessment together. Second, many
natural language processing (NLP) method could be used for the pre-processing
of question’s text information.
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